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Frisbee golf
-course flings
onto campus

Faculty freedom protected
Ed Bessenbacher
Editor-in-Chief

Organizers hope to
have the nine-hole
course installed by
the end of the week
T.J. Griggs
Staff Reporter

For those who want to get a game
in between classes, or those who don't
have transportation to get to another
course, a 9-hole frisbee golf course is
being finished on campus.
This course is being put together
by physical plant, rather than a student
organization so the course will be of
good standard and will be maintained
properly as well.
According to the physical plant
lead landscape worker Zach Trujillo,
"the course will be done by the end of
the week." There will be tees that are
marked with pavestone.
The holes, or chains as they are
commonly referred to, will also be
numbered to avoid confusion for those
with
wild
inaccurate
throws
Unfortunately, the University does not
have enough room to have an entire
18-hole course, but there will be nine
holes and it can be played backwards
to make for a full experience.
The course will start at what used
to be known as the beach, which is
located on the east side of the parking
lot directly behind O'Connell. The
course will then wind through the town
homes and the batting cages, cross
over the intramural field a couple of
times and finish up behind the baseball field.
Students who have already heard
the rumors of the course are excited.
When told about the frisbee golf
course, junior John Ramirez said 'Tm
there" and freshman, Ben Davis said
with enthusiasm "Yeah!"
The course will allow students
and faculty to enjoy the beautiful campus and Colorado's great weather
while hopefully attracting new students
to the University.
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Back at home: The 25 ranked women's basketball team comes together
before a timeout Saturday. After suffering their first conference loss at
Metro State last Tuesday, the Rangers rebounded to beat NebraskaKearney 77-65 and move their confernce record to 14-1, 19-4 overall.

In light of recent events dominating the headlines from the University of
Colorado involving Dr. Ward Churchill
and his inflammatory comments over
the 9/11 terrorist attacks, it seems relevant to examine the nature of academic freedom at Regis University.
Dr. Paul Ewald, academic dean of
the college, noted that academic freedom allows faculty "The right to
express ideas and thoughts about their
field of study and be free of persecution." He also stated that there is a distinction between academic freedom
and free speech because the latter
applies only to professors.
Regis professors agreed that
such a right was key to their impressions of academic freedom. ''The right
to say repugnant things has always
been at the core of my personal sense
of academic freedom, the right to
express our thoughts is inherent" said
Dr. Dan Clayton, associate professor
of history and politics.
Please see Freedom on page 2

Winn provides options to abortion
Josi Berry
Staff Reporter

The vice president of "Feminists
for Life," Sally Winn spoke to an audience on Thursday, February 10 in
Regis' Science Amphitheater about the
feminist/pro-life cause. The event was
sponsored by the department of
Catholic studies.
Winn talked about the work the
non-partisan, educational group does
as well as the philosophy behind their
work. The focus of the group is giving
pregnant and parenting women, especially college students, more viable
options when facing an unplanned
Photo by Graham Hunt
pregnancy than leaving school or work Sally Winn, of Feminists for Life,
and abortion. The group claims its spoke of her groups attempt to elimroots are in early American feminism.
inate the pressures that drive
Winn discussed her first hand women to have abortions.
knowledge of an unplanned pregnancy
in college and how it affected her out- Anthony that "abortion is a sign socielook on both feminism and abortion. ty has failed women." She cited quotaShe denies that abortion is a funda- tions of many of the early feminists
mental right of women, echoing the including Elizabeth Cady Stanton and
sentiments of early feminist Susan B. Sarah Norton , noting their anti-abor-

tion stance. She argued that abortion
did not become part of the feminist
agenda until the late 1960's and was
based on an inflated figure of deaths
due to illegal abortions.
"Feminists for Life's" mission is to
make available the financial and emotional resources women facing
unplanned pregnancy need and to
eradicate the stigma associated with
single motherhood in the college
years. She said her message is especially important at college campuses
because one in five abortions is performed on a college age woman. Winn
also argued that college life, including
housing and health insurance, encourages the abortion option more than the
pregnant/parenting option. Winn stated, "we want to systematically eliminate the causes that drive women to
abortion."
Winn quoted Elizabeth Katie
Stanton saying, "Since [women] are
fighting to not be treated as property, it
is degrading to treat our children as
property."
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Studying abroad allows the world to be your next classroom
Antonella Vitale
Staff Reporter

Full-time students of at least junior status with a GPA of a 3.0 or higher
are eligible to experience a new life
through a different lens. Regis offers
study abroad programs- to 14 different
places in the world including Italy,
Spain, Greece, Ireland, Great Britain,
El Salvador, Hungary, Africa, China,
Mexico, Costa Rica, Argentina,
Australia and New Zealand.
Regis focuses primarily on sending students in fall or spring semesters: however they do offer summer
programs independently.
The cost of this adventurous
experience is the same price as tuition
and housing at Regis, with some field
trips included. Students pay Regis like
they normally would and then Regis
makes a check out to the study abroad
program chosen. Additional costs that
are not included are airfare, meals and
personal spending money.
Mary
Cook, study abroad office coordinator,
states that student cost averages out
to be an additional $2,000 to $3,000 to
Regis tuition and housing fee. Cook
explains the wonderful thing about the
program Regis offers is that all credits

earned while studying abroad will
transfer, including grades.
Cook spoke highly of the program's impact on students, stating: "I
believe it's important because it gives
you a new perspective in which you
can view not only the world but also
yourself."
Study abroad is a valuable program that can help an individual grow
personally and intellectually. It can
give one a new approach of praising
life and promotes expansion and independence that extends beyond Regis'
campus.
Cook stated, "The Jesuit mission
was to lead the way in terms of history
- as to go out and learn from other cultures, but not to transform them, rather
to appreciate their culture. Our Jesuit
heritage teaches us that it is important
to examine our world with a global perspective."
There 1s absolutely nothing that
will compare to this once-in-a-lifetime
experience of gaining knowledge of
other cultures, customs, people and
language. If you hunt for challenge,
exploration and an altering experience
for your life, then study abroad can
make a world of difference.
If you are interested in obtaining

r;.

Mission Statement:
As the staff of the Regis University student-run publication, the Highlander, we
intend to serve the campus and the
neighborhood by providing a weekly
forum regarding pertinent news and
ideas. Our publication is designed to
cultivate greater overall awareness and
participation in university events by providing consistent coverage of issues
affecting those involved with Regis
University.
Editor-in-Chief
Ed Bessenbacher
Photo courtesy of Regis Travel Leaming

University of Aukland in New
Zealand is one of many study
abroad options for students.

more information regarding study
abroad, call Mary Cook in the study
abroad office at (303) 964-5146 or
stop in the Office of Summer Session
and Study Abroad located in Loyola
hall, room 12.

Freedom: professors' liberties safe
Far from a new concept, aca- thinking is all about."
Dr. Karen Adkins, associate
demic freedom has been important to
professors and teachers for many professor of philosophy, has similar
years, according to Ewald, dating back feelings, stating "I think it's important to
to the era of McCarthyism when pro- have a divergence of opinions, it's
fessors lost jobs for their opinions. As really healthy to have a lively commuDr. Harry Taylor, professor of biology nity."
stated, "Historically it's been absoluteClayton recalled the philosoly essential to have the freedom to pher John Stuart Mill when comment- - - - - - - - - - - ing on the importance
express one's ideas."
8 y r o n
~
f of academic freePlumley,
justice
e ,ree express/On O dam, "In order to

"Th

.

education coordi- ideas is what gives democ- arrive at the truth,
nator, states more
one needs the
specifically
that
racy its vitality"
strength
and
academic freedom
Dr. Dan Clayton
courage to listen to
----------all opposing points
• is "fundamental to
the promotion of critical thinking." The of view. The free expression of ideas
concept of critical thinking goes hand- is what gives democracy its vitality."
in-hand with academic freedom and
Others noted that this freedom
requires a number of opinions, some- should not be over-exerted but, as Dr.
thing Plumley says Regis does well.
John Kane, professor of religious stud"We have a commitment to dia- ies said, academic freedom "entails a
Ewald
logue, to have all the voices to the notion of responsibility. "
table and I think we have a high echoed this and commented that
respect for voices. I tell my students Regis balances the freedom instrucquestion everything, that's what critical tors are granted through peer review

by those colleagues who understand
the particular methods of research or
motivations professors employ to
come to certain conclusions.
This is where the strength of
Regis' academic freedom comes from
according to Clayton, "through the culture of the faculty" who hold this tradition in high regard in his experience.
For students, academic freedom means a variety of viewpoints and
a freedom to express views of their
own without the fear of stinging criticism based on personal beliefs. Dr.
David Hicks, associate professor of
English says, "I would think that if professors feel free to express their opinions then the students, I would hope,
would feel free to express theirs."
Adkins states that academic
freedom, "Forces all of us to challenge
ourselves and, though most don't substantially change our beliefs, we
become more humble about our
beliefs and more respectful of others
beliefs."

ESL Program connects students with custodial staff
Lizzeth Nevarez
Staff Reporter

The day begins at about 3 a.m.
for some Regis custodians. Some
may shower, cook breakfast, or whatever morning activity comes up and by
4 a.m. they are ready to begin the first
shift. The second shift starts at 10 a.m.
for others and the third is later at night.
In between those shifts exists one
thing in common for some custodians
at Regis, the English as a Second
Language Program, or ESL Program.
Two years ago, the idea of having
the ESL Program came about to help
students connect with the custodial
staff through the efforts of Melissa Nix
in conjunction with the Center for
Service Learning. Most importantly, it
was created to help custodians in
breaking the barriers of English communication.
Taking place every Monday and
Wednesday, the custodians, who
mainly come from Mexico and El
Salvador, learn English. Volunteers

from Regis tutor the staff for a one-time
cost of $15 which serves to buy books.
The lessons go on at two different
times so that staff with different shifts
can make it.
At the moment, the program consists of 23 members who attend during
the end of a shift or during their break,
as well as eight volunteers who teach
English.
Senior Megan Hasty coordinates
the program, Deborah Agar assists by
being the ESL certified teacher, and
Nix manages.
But the story behind the ESL
Program does not end there; presently, there is more to this than volunteers
helping out the custodial staff. Being
that the custodians come from countries where mainly Spanish is spoken,
it is not easy for them to communicate
with others.
Nix comments that they are hard
working people who "bring wealth and
diversity to our campus" and that the
goal of this program is "to connect students with their fellow custodians."
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Hasty shares the story of a female
custodian who began learning English
in November and just a few weeks ago
she was asked where the bathroom
was and she successfully answered in
short words. Even though this is was
a small accomplishment, it was more
than she had expected from herself.
An interesting fact which many
are unaware of is that many of the custodians have degrees in their countries, "they are very intellectual people"
says Hasty, and should not be underestimated.
It is more than trying to teach
someone a language, as this program
is here to bring cultural awareness.
Yet in the mean time the custodial staff
will move on to sessions learning how
to fill out paper work, while the ESL
staff will be looking to recruit more students from Sodexho and try to get
incentives for these students who work
and learn.
While that happens, next time any
one of you sees a custodian, approach
them with a smile and an "hola."
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News--------------------Career Fair can ease
post-graduation fears

Denver set to host 2005 NBA All-Star Game
Justin Parnell
Associate Editor

Denver will be rolling out the
red-carpet this weekend as it is set to
host the 2005 NBA All-Star Game,
which promises to draw large crowds
from all over the world, extravagant
parties, and big traffic jams.
City officials are putting
together the final pieces for the Feb.
20 game at the Pepsi Center, which
will showcase the nation's best professional basketball players, NBA officials, celebrities, and some 100,000
fans to events around town Mayor
John Hickenlooper told a group of
reporters at a news conference at the
Colorado Convention Center on
Thursday, Feb. 10 that the game will
undoubtedly be the "biggest sports
event (the city) has ever undertaken."
The game will be broadcasted
live to about 214 countries with a
potential 3.1 billion viewers, making it
one of the largest televised sporting
events alongside the Super Bowl and
Olympics.
Hickenlooper adds the all-star
game is a perfect international showcase for the city and an opportunity to
show the world its mile-high hospitality," even though traffic and parking
problems could be a major headache
for local-residents.
Nearly 100 private parties are
planned at scattered mansions, country clubs, and nightclubs drawing the
top names in Hollywood and music. In
addition, more than 100,000 visitors
are expected to attend the NBA Jam
Session event at the new 600,000
square foot Colorado Convention
Center.
The large crowd influx will
mean that all of Denver's 1,360 police
officers will be on duty. Regardless of
the possible headaches, Hickenlooper
claims the weekend-long event is
expected to add $30 million to
Denver's economy.

Photo courtesy of www.hhweb.com

Lebron James, Cleveland Cavalier's
forward, will be a starter for the
Eastern Confence All-Stars on
Sunday at the Pepsi Center.

Upscale
downtown
and
Cherry Creek restaurants, bars, and
hotels have all been advised by cities
who've hosted the NBA All-Star in
year's past to increase their food and
alcohol stock. Stores in Cherry Creek
Mall, adjacent Cherry Creek North,
Park Meadows Mall, and downtown's
Larimer Square have also ordered
more merchandise bracing for highspending shoppers
Over the weekend, the Denver
Police Department checked more than
two dozen bars and clubs in LoDo for
liquor violations, including failure to
display their liquor license. The effort
was aimed at cracking down anyone
serving liquor to overintoxicated
patrons or underage drinkers. All bars
and clubs were warned if they violated
any violations, their liquor license
would be revoked.
Estimates show that more
than 40,000 out-of-state visitors and

tens of thousands from around the
state will file into Denver. The Denver
Post (Feb. 11) reports that the league
alone is inviting 15,000 additional
guests, resulting in all limousine and
luxury transportation, · hotels, and
major restaurants and nightclubs being
booked from Thursday, Feb. 17
through Monday, Feb. 21.
The NBA All-Star Game and hoopla
should exceed past events in Denver,
including
past
all-star games,
Avalanche Stanley Cup runs, and
Broncos playoff games.
In 1998,
Coors Field hosted the MLB All-Star
Game and the Pepsi Center hosted
the 2001 NHL All-Star Game; however,
the NBA certainly draws more celebrity star power. The game marks
Denver's fourth time hosting an all-star
event in the past seven years, which is
more than any other U.S. city.
"This is a milestone in how we
look at ourselves and how the world
looks at us," the mayor said.
Denver police will be stationed
throughout downtown and in various
private parties. Some streets downtown will also be closed at various
times, parking will be limited and city
officials are encouraging fans and
Denver residents to use public transportation instead.
The streets around the Pepsi
Center will be partially closed from
Thursday through Monday.
Lower
Downtown's 15th, Blake, and Market
streets will also be fully closed during
the weekend, as city officials claim this
area will be a major party epicenter
and will most likely be Denver's replica
of New Orleans's Bourbon Street. In
addition, upper 15th and Stout streets
around the convention center will be
partially closed due to the NBA Jam
Session.
For more information on NBA
sponsored events and parties around
town, check out the back page of the
Highlander.

Antonella Vitale
Staff Reporter

Looking for a way to get ahead of
the game?
On Feb. 16 Regis
University is holding a career and
internship fair. It will be located in the
dining hall from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. There
are 58 different organizations that will
be there to help anyone that is seeking
assistance or has questions about
entering the workforce. The organizations vary from Frontier Airlines, TMobile,
Bonfils
Blood
Center,
BankOne Colorado, Colorado Public
Radio, Arapahoe House, City and
Counsel of Denver, Raytheon Pooler
Services
Company
and
the
Department of Revenue. All Regis
students, faculty and staff are eligible
to attend and welcome.
The career and internship fair is
an annual non-profit event that the
Career Services office organizes for all
degree programs. This fair will provide
opportunities for Regis students and
members of the community to make
connections in their field of interests. It
could help lead to a benefiting job or
even an internship. It is a great opportunity to network, find jobs and
become more comfortable with the
interviewing process. Jeremy Lee,
employer relations developer in
Career Services states, "I strongly
encourage the entire Regis community to part1c1pate and take advantage of
this excellent opportunity to connect
with employers from various sectors
and organizations."
This career fair can be beneficial
in many different ways to each individual. It helps the student, faculty, or
staff be aware of all the types of organizations in Denver.
Regis is looked upon as one of
the top schools in Colorado and
according to Lee, letting other employers in the workforce know that is a
plus.

P,izzled about your
Career?
The Academic Internship Program assists
students in·finding summer, fall, or spring
internships in all majors.
ICyou are thinking about a summer or fall
internship-- now is the tirne
to stop by the office in
Career Services in the Life
Directions Center or call
303-964-5234.
Academic nternships are
for credit! Don't delay - stop by and see
Lynne Montrose or Pam. Austin to discuss
internship possibilities in Denver or your
home town. You must have a GPA of 2.5 or
better.
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Bush's budget bad for U.S. SGA needs the students' help
to pass library hours proposal

Nikki Lawson
Sports Editor

I

Last week our President offered
up his $2.57 trillion budget proposal for
the 2006 fiscal year with one major
goal in mind . Bush wants to slash our
nation's deficit in half by the end of his
term. This goal, as well as the fact that
Bush wants to allot more money, much
more money, into national security
make the proposed budget unfathomable.
The United States already spends
more money on defense than every
other developed country in the world.
Of the $2.57 trillion budget for fiscal
year 2006, a proposed $419.3 billion is
allotted to defense. Remarkably, this
figure does not include the expense of
war in Iraq and Afghanistan, which
cost the United States approximately
$5 billion a month. This vast amount is
not even considered in the budget.
Bush's failure to take into consideration the cost of wars overseas is
not the only item left out of his budget
proposal. The budget assumes that
discretionary spending outside of the
military and domestic security will be
frozen until 2009. This discretionary
spending includes space shuttles,
office supplies, automobiles, and
everything in between. Bush has not
allotted one cent to pay for these
expenditures. Furthermore, the budget omits the initial costs of Bush's
Social Security plan which is expected
to carry the price tag of $23 billion by
2009 and over $750 billion over the
next decade.
The proposed budget cuts
Housing and Urban Development
spending by 11.5 percent. Eighteen
community-development block-grant
programs would be eliminated. The
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) will receive a 5.6 percent cut
back if the proposed budget is accept-

ed. With the cuts, funding will be lost
to treat wastewater and 83 percent of
funding for water systems infrastructure would be cut.
Health and human services, as
well as education, have proposed
budget cuts The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention and the
Administration for Children and
Families and Aging would lose $788
million in the new budget. Over $2 billion dollars is to be cut from high
school programs such as Upward
Bound and Gear Up and other drug
prevention programs.
It is one thing to propose a budget that will allot more money in one
area and cut funding in others if hidden
costs and expenditures are acknowledged. With this budget, where certain costs are not taken into consideration, these large cut backs and program eliminations would be even
more catastrophic if Bush had taken all
costs into consideration.
I am not an expert on national
budgets. All I know is that the cuts proposed are not worth the amount our
country spends on defense, especially
if that defense excludes expenditures
in the Middle East. This budget is very
short term; Bush wants our nation's
problems solved in four short years.
The billions he pours into defense will
keep our country safe, but will take
away from education, health, and environment, all long-term concerns of the
people of this country.
I hope this budget is rejected . I
hope Bush realizes the importance of
including all costs in a proposed budget. I hope the extra money allotted to
defense is dispersed in other longterm endeavors. And finally, I hope
even more money is pulled out of
national security and put towards the
education, the health, and the environment of you and I and every other person in the United States.

Last week, I and Frank Haug, the with the fact that many college stuvice president of the student body, pre- dents keep different hours than norsented a proposal to Diane Cooper, mally co_nceived operating hours, led
the dean of students. The proposal , us to believe that it would be beneficial
which was unanimously passed in the to all students if there was more
student senate, asked for Dayton access to the resources the library has
Memorial Library to remain open for to offer. And we represent the stuextended hours. Ms. Cooper then pre- dents of the undergraduate school, but
sented the proposal to a meeting of the SPS program students would benefit as well. Their night classes run
the Deans of the school.
until
10:00 p.m. This leaves them with
The administration is not opposed
only
one
hour to use the library before
to the idea but would like to see some
they
are
kicked out with the current
sort of evidence that the extended
hours would be utilized by students. schedule.
Because there will - - - - - - - - - - - We need your
help to make this probe an increased
need in the financial
best way we can posal work. As noted
above, the administraresources to keep
the library open think of for you to show tion has asked us for
.
.
evidence
that the
more than it is now, it
is understandable your support IS to Sign extended time will be
a petition.
used by students. The
that the administrabest way we can think
tion would like to be
of for you to show your
sure
that
said
resources will be put to good use by support is to sign a petition. We will be
students. Because of this, we need out looking for students to sign such a
your support to show them that the petition this week. Please think about
resources would be utilized by the stu- the possibility that extended hours
could benefit you.
dents.
Even if you do not use DML on
The proposal basically asks
that DML open half an hour earlier dur- a regular basis, could you think of a
ing the week and close an hour later. time when you might want another
The half an hour in the morning would hour of time to study for that accountallow students to access library ing test or to research for that history
resources before early classes. The paper? With enough student support
hour later in the evening would mean we can go back to the administration
an increase in the time available for and ask that the voice of the students
quiet study.
be heard.
We believe that the residence
halls are not the most conducive place
to study and that the computer labs in
Andrew Cole
Carroll hall are not adequate as an
President
after hours place for peace and quiet.
RUSGA
Those living off campus may find their
residences just as hard to use as
places to study quietly. This, coupled
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Advertisement

Regis University Spring Student Research &
Scholarly Symposium Call for Submissions
Regis University students are invited to submit extended abstracts describing
heir current research or scholarly work within the Sciences, Humanities, or
rts for presentation at the Spring Student Research & Scholarship
ymposium to be held on April 12, 2005. The goal of this symposium is to
provide students from Regis College, The Rueckert-Hartman School for Health
Professions and The School for Professional Studies with an opportunity to
hare their original work with fellow students, faculty, and the public.
he symposium will consist of both oral and poster student-presentation
racks. There also will be presentation of Best Original Work awards at the
undergraduate and graduate level in both the Arts/Humanities and the
ciences. Abstracts accepted for the poster presentation track will have their
poster component displayed at the symposium. Authors will be provided with
he opportunity to discuss their work with symposium attendees. A limited
number of abstracts will be accepted for the oral presentation track. Abstracts
ccepted for oral presentation will be scheduled for a 15-minute podium presntation, which includes a 5-minute audience question period. All extended
bstracts will be published in a symposium proceeding.
o access guidelines and applications on-line, go to www.regis.edu, click on
cademic Resources, click on Grant Resources, click on Regis Research
ymposium and then click on Call for Abstracts. For more information call
Laura Padgett at 303-964-3616.
ubmission must be received no later than March 22, 2005

Pro-1 ife groups need to
be more appealing to
pregnant young women
"Feminist for Life" speaker,
Sally Winn, said in her Thursday night
appearance
in
Regis'
science
amphitheater
that Planned
Parenthood
and other abortion providers
are successful
because they
know how to
appeal
to
Josi Berry
young women ;
that is, they are
Columnist
always
a
phone call and $400 away from what a
young, scared woman seeks when
facing an unplanned pregnancy.
Although she didn't say it, by implication she pointed the finger at pro-life
groups for not being appealing,
approachable and available to the one
in 10 college-age women who will face
an unexpected pregnancy. For me, this
seems to be the most problematic
aspect of the pro-life movement,
because with the possible exception of
Winn's group, the pro-life movement
favors the unborn over the woman.
Many pro-life groups are
backed by religious conservatives
whose stance on many social issues
alienates the very group they should
be trying to appeal to. Abstinence only
sex-education in middle and high
schools, for example, teaches young
women that if they choose to engage
in sexual activity prior to marriage then
they are used goods, un-pure and that
with the loss of their virginity comes
the loss of a most prized possession.
So who do you think a young woman is
going to run to when she is in a sexually related crisis: those who condemn
her behavior, or those who support her
decisions?

I have myself seen this type of
alienating behavior displayed by the
most ardent of pro-lifers. At my small
Catholic high school, my best friend
faced a pregnancy her senior year.
She had to keep the pregnancy secret
so that she could continue in school
and graduate with her class. Therein
lies the hypocrisy: the very people
(Catholics) who would tell her not to
terminate the pregnancy would in the
same breath remove her from school
because of her "shameful," "sinful"
behavior.
Other pro-life, pro-family
groups, like Focus on the Family, condemn not only pre-marital sex, but also
single parenthood as they see the "traditional family" as the only healthy
approach to parenting. They suggest
adoption or marital parenthood as the
most reasonable options for an
unplanned pregnancy. Both are very
viable abortion alternatives, but are
addressed not from a concern of the
woman, only for the potential child.
Women's needs are often summarily
ignored and rejected in favor of religious fervor and dogmatic insistence.
The name "Feminists for Life"
is almost a contradiction in light of the
nearly totally polarized debate over
abortion. Feminists reject many lifecultivating options, while pro-lifers
reject feminism. Until the pro-life
groups agree to embrace women, sexuality, and the secular world, then prochoice groups are going to be attractive, viable options. The synthesis of
feminism with the pro-life movement is
a dynamic step towards a real solution
to the abortion problem. Now if only all
the other pro-lifers would begin to
"think outside the box," then maybe
we'd really have something powerful.
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Financial Aid
Each year, the university makes an effort
to give financial aid to students." said Weber.
For the current school year. the University
declared that $12,426,622 was spent on financial aid.
Yet, included in that total is
$2,022,500 dollars that went towards employee tuition benefits. In addition $1,105,312
reflects the amount given to students as a
result of employment by the university. By
Financial Aid

The budget category of student services covers costs for the admissions
departments, registrar services and other similar costs. Basically, any service
given to Regis students that is not related to academics falls under the category of a general student service. According to Weber, "basically two thirds of
(budget expenditures) gets tied up between instruction, academic support and
student services."

A breakdown of

Student Services

Regis' fees and tuition

Financial Aid by Percent
Employee Tuition
Benefits, 2.1%

Information Compiled By
.
.
.
.
that most of these .
M r
k
The budget commit- -111ce provost and chief financial offinumbers are based
e •ssa Skota
tee then allocated cer and treasurer. At the end of
Senior Reporter
funding to each pos- each fiscal year, there is usually a
on last year's budgEmployment, 1.1 %
Grants
et, but are reflective of the typical sible expense for the 2004 - 2005 surplus of funds. This amount usuEmployment,
Scholarships,
Grants
$1,105,312
funding and expenditures that the school year. Every penny of the ally goes towards general campus
95
Scholarships,
. %
possible budget was designated to improvements like re-wiring West
University incurs yearly.
$9,298,850
Last
April,
the
budget
commitbe
spent; by totaling all expenses hall for internet and phone use, or
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = a c = t = u = a l l y spent. Here is a
comprehensive tee proposed a possible budget of laid out here, the amount comes to refurbishing the student center.
explanation of $97,583,953 for the 2004 - 2005 $97,583,953 - the same amount "What typically happens is that difRegis' yearly school year. This budget amount as total revenues. However, not ferent departments write proposals
budget
that was comprised of all possible everything always unfolds as as to where they'd like the money
help sources of income including: planned each year. "Some depart- to go," said Weber. Then, the
The final expenditure category for the reserves & contingencies and totaled $1,873,401 mayl .
their tuition, private gifts, investment ments don't spend all of their budget committee makes a final
University comes in the form of several miscella- for the 2004 - 2005 school year. A total of exp ain
e
rs . income, endowment income and money and other people spend too decision as to where to spend the
neous costs. Some funds are budgeted each year $2,372.492 was budgeted for auxiliary operations W O n d
in the case of an enrollment contingency or for in this same year and $2,166,900 was paid-off in Please
note the Regis as a Lender Program. much," commented Joe Weber, surplus.

While the recent
tuition increase may
concern many students,
it leaves many more
wondering where all
their tuition dollars are

Reserves and Contingencies, Auxilliary
Operations and Debt Service

other potential costs like bad debts, sick leave. etc.
These costs fall under the budget category of
Reserves and Contingencies

SHP, 0.8%

r--.;;;~

SPS, 6.5%

SPS, $6,374,538

Regis College,

Regis College ,

4.2%

$4,065,882

Physical Plant
The money given to physical plant covers general maintenance costs for
Regis' campuses. The $7,198,359 allocated to physical plant for the 2004 2005 school year also goes towards paying for building leases at off-site locations for SPS.
Physical Plant and Ca!T1)US
Physical Plant and Ca!T1)US Leases
Leases by Percent
Leases Distant
Sttes, $2,777,248

Leases Distant

debt service.

•
Reserves and Contingencies by Percent

Enrollment

Enrollment
Contingency, 1.7%

Bad Debts, Sick
Leave, &

Bad Debts, Sick
Leave,&

Contingencies ,
0.2%

Contingencies,

Auxilliary
Operations, 2.4%

$208,041

Auxilliary
Operations,

Student Services by Percent

General ,
$3,714,930

SHP, $761,129

Employee Tuition

$2,022,500

Student Services

Hey Big Spender

subtracting that from the previous total, it
becomes apparent that $9,298,850 is given to
students in the form of grants and scholarships. If that amount was divided equally
among the total amount of students enrolled at
Regis for the 2004 - 2005 school year (total
headcount of all schools), it equals $788.17
per student.

Benefits,

Feature ___________________H~ig~h_la_n_d_e_r_7

Tuition and Fees
Revenue
Tuition dollars
are the
highest
source of revenue
for the University.
Surprisingly enough,
the traditional Regis
College does not
bring in the bulk of
this amount. Of the

Tuition Fees and Revenues
2004-2005

Academic Support
The academic support cateAcademic Support
gory of expenses includes giving
SHP, $699,972
funding to the dean's office, the
library, the academic affairs office
and other similar organizations.
In 2003 - 2004, $16,061,598
went towards academic support.
Of that amount, $1 ,307,347 was
spent on academic support for
SPS, $6,180,446
Regis traditional
college.
Academic Support by Percent

L

SPS
$50,821,850

SHP,0.7%

Tuition Revenue by Percent

$88,386,433 that was collected in
tuitions and fees for the 2004 - 2005
school year, only $24,997,548 of that
came from traditional Regis students
which equals about 28 percent of the
total amount. The rest of the tuition
income is paid by School for
Professional Studies students and those
who attend the Rueckert-Hartman
School for Health Professions. Those
two totals combined, equal $63,021,885,
about 71 percent of the tuition income.
The income received by the
- University from tuition is offset by funding given back to students in the form of
financial aid. During the 2003 - 2004
school year, $12,277,751 was spent on
different forms of financial aid including
loans, grants, tuition waivers and workOf that amount,
study awards.
$11,299,347 was from college funded
aid - not in the form of loans or workstudy awards. According to a recent
bond statement, "Approximately 90 percent of the University's traditional uncill!J'
graduate students. 40 percz,t ,q{,.,.
graduate students and 40
nt
1
nontraditional undergradu
receive financial aid."

Supplementary
Income
About 9
percent
of
Regis' income
comes
from
other sources
besides tuition .
Other sources
of
income,
which
was
$9,197,520 ,
include: funding from private
gifts,
investment income,
endowment income,
the Regis as a
Lender Program and
auxiliary services.

Physical Plant,

Instruction: Full and Part Time

Supplementary Income

The bulk of the University's dollars go directly back into the school's
instruction expenses. These expenses include professor salaries, faculty
salaries and department budgets. The
budget
committee
allocated
$31,266,848 to be spent on instruction

Investment
Income, $125,000

Private Gifts,

$1,500,000

Endowment

Income, $625,000

instruction may seem insignificant, yet
Weber, says: "take a look at it on a
percentage basis. Easily a third of
(the budget) goes to direct instruction."
Instruction expenses also include
the budgets allocated to each department.
This amount reflects staff
Instruction by Percent

Instruction Fees
Fees Rents,

Regis College,

SHP, $6,682,505

$760,000

Regis as a

$6,887,127

Lender,

$1,200,000

Supplementary Income by Percent
Investment

PrivateGifts,1 .5°/,

lncome,O.i%
Income, 0.6%

for the current school year. Of that
amount, $6,887,127 was projected to
be spent on the Regis traditional college, $6,682,505 to the RueckertHartman
School
for
Health
Professions and $17,697,216 to the
School of Professional Studies.
Compared to the overall budget of
$97,583,953, the money spent on

Other Income
Fees Rants, 0.8%

[

Auxllliary
Operations, 5 .1 °/,

SPS, 52.1%

Regis as a
Lender, 1.2%

salaries, employee benefits. vacation
expenditures and a consumables
budget (the amount of money the
department has left to spend after paying salaries and benefits). How this
money is spent depends on each
department and the department head
who is usually responsible for this
budget.

Departmental Budget

-

'

SPS, 18.1%

SPS, $17,697,216

Endowment

$900,000

University Relations

Physical Plant,
4 .5%

$4,421,111

-

$800,000
$700,000

University Relations
Pu~ic Affairs &
Development,
$2,221,720

The projected budget allocated
to the university relations department
for the current school year was
$3,370,067. This money funds the
salaries and expenditures for the
development department, public
affairs staff and the alumni organization.

$600,000
$500,000

Institutional Support
Institutional Support
ITS, $3,512,829

University Relations by Percent
Public Affairs &
Alumni, 1.2%

$523,663

$494,63

Development,

2 .3%

Administrative

Services,
$1,269,589

Administrative,

$5,677,394

Institutional support costs cover the
organizations and offices that keep the
University running, but aren't necessarily
completely connected to the students on
a day-to-day basis.
The president's
office, the accounting department and
information technology services (ITS) are
all groups that fall under the category of
institutional support. The amount projected to be spent on institutional support for
the current school year was $10,459,812.

10,326
$370,848

$400,000
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Administrative
Services, 1.3%
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Sports

s·oftball splits home games in opening weekend
Team rebounds after loss to
defeat Otero 7 -1
Alicia Moler
Staff Reporter
There was a great deal of anticipation leading
up to the Regis vs. University of Colorado-Colorado
Springs (UCCS) game.
In last year's RMAC
Tournament, Regis was defeated by UCCS in the tiebreaker championship game. Unfortunately, Regis
was unable to top UCCS on Sunday. The Rangers
held a three-run advantage until UCCS rallied to end
the game with a 4-3 win. Freshman pitcher Kaitlyn
Gentert suffered the loss for starter Nicole Breeding.
'The team and coaches were very excited
about playing UCCS. They are good competition,
and are nationally ranked. We knew that we have
the talent to beat them. We had one bad inning in
the game. That's what has hurt us in years past. We
let our guard down and a good team like UCCS
knows how to take advantage of that," stated senior
catcher Amy Tarnoff in a post-game interview. "I
think we had a lot of nerves and excitement. We just
need to get into our groove."
Luckily, the Rangers got into their groove for the
second game of the day. In the exhibition contest
between Regis and Otero Junior College (OJC), the
final score was 7-1 in favor of the Rangers. Gentert
pitched the entire game, earning the victory.
Another key player in the win was Melissa

Photo by Graham Hunt

Freshman pitcher Kaitlyn Gentert warms up for the Ranger's second game on Sunday. Gentert
earned her first victory against Otero Junior College after the 4-3 loss to UCCS.
Backlund, a sophomore short stop. She had two
runs scored and two stolen bases in the game.
Michelle Johnston and Mariah Piper each added a
pair of RBIs.
"Because of the team effort put forward by
everyone, the freshman in particular, our chemistry is
a lot better than it has been in years past. I think

we'll do really well this season," says Tarnoff. "In
Phoenix we're playing a lot of teams that are ranked
regionally and nationally. It will be a test to see how
well we use the talents we have."
Don't miss the Rangers when they are next at
home March 12 and 13 hosting Mesa State in a four
game series.

Men's basketball falls in overtime; women impressive in victory
Rangers looking for
playoff momentum
Renee Felton
Staff Reporter
The Ranger men fell to the
University of Nebraska - Kearney in
overtime, 103 - 99. Regis has now
dropped seven of its last eight games,
including an 83 - 71 loss to Metro State
last Tuesday.
A last-second three-pointer tied
the game, like it did in Regis' OT loss
to Fort Hays State on February 4. The
difference on Saturday was that the
Rangers scored to send the game into

overtime. Austin Christensen (23
points, three rebounds, five assists)
drained his three-point shot with one
second left in regulation. UNK then
outscored Regis 15 - 11 in the extra
period.
Seven players reached double
digits in scoring for Regis, including
Kent Brown (11 points) who had a
game-high 25 points against Metro on
Tuesday. Slade Bigelow had 16 points
and Jason Deich added 13 points
(game-best 9 rebounds).
Will Taukiuvea recorded a gamehigh 29 points for the Lopers as he
went 15-of-18 from the field. Marty
Levinson had 23 points and six
rebounds in the winning effort.
Until Saturday, Regis (12 - 11

80th & Sheridan• 303-657-0667
Just down from 24 Hour Fitness

Monthly Unlimited Tanning

$1 995

per month

Ask For Details

---------------------------------------------------------------------

$5 •00 Off

(Reg. $20)

Your First Spray
Booth Session
with coupon only

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Ergoline 600

Super Fast 12 Minute Tan

2 Sessions for $24
with coupon only

overall, 5 - 10 RMAC) had been held to
less than 90 points in each of its conference games. The ninety-nine point
performance is the second highest
scoring effort of the season. Regis
scored 105 in its season-opening win
at Johnson and Wales in November.
The team will play at Chadron
State and Fort Hays State before heading home to wrap up the regular season. Final home action will take place
on February 25 and 26 when the
Rangers take on Colorado Christian
University and Colorado School of
Mines.
After losing its first conference
game of the season last Tuesday at
Metro State, the Regis women's basketball team got its 14 RMAC win on
against
the
Saturday
evening
University of Nebraska - Kearney, winning by the score of 77 - 65. The
Rangers remain undefeated at home
this season.
Regis (19 - 4 overall, 14 - 1
RMAC) trailed by 15 at the ten-minute
mark of the first half on Saturday night,
but were able to tie the game at 30
entering the break. Lindsay Viall credits a change in defensive strategy that
allowed Regis to cut the early deficit.
"We switched to a zone after we
got down in the first half and that
allowed us to catch up," she said.
Diana Lopez, who had a 22-point
performance against Metro, had a
game-high 22 points and nine
rebounds in the winning effort. Viall
added 20 points and five rebounds for
the Rangers.
UNK's Kalee Modlin had an 11point, 10-rebound double-double, as
her team shot 36.1 percent from the
field.
After being tied at halftime, the
Rangers went on a 28 - 10 run to start
the second half. "Once we got into the
groove on defense, we were able to
take advantage of our options on
offense which allowed us to get a
lead," Viall said.

Photo by Graham Hunt

Junior forward Jason Deich reaches
for the ball off the tip of of the
Ranger's game versus Kearney.
The men lost 103-99 in overtime.
And what about that loss to
Metro? Though the ladies did not want
to lose, they say that it is hard to beat
the same team three times in one season. "It's hard to win three games
against any team, especially Metro,"
Lopez said, "So at least we lost to
them now instead of in the tournament."
Going into the final four games of
the regular season, lone senior Cappie
Smith is excited to see how the season
will end. "I'm happy with the way we've
pulled things together so far," she said,
"this is one of the most fun seasons
I've ever had."
The team will travel to Chadron
State and Fort Hays State on Thursday
and Saturday, February 17 and 19,
respectively, before coming home to
play its final two regular season contests.
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Top 10 ...

Women's
basketball
rolling through
RMAC

Scenes of everyday athleticism on the Regis campus:
10. Everyone ignoring the sidewalks

and

jetting

straight

through the grass of the quad.
9.

Renee Felton
Staff Reporter

Running up to the fourth
Poor souls

Despite the fact that the Regis
who do it daily.
University women's basketball team
8. Chasing the friendly campus
has said good-bye to 14 of its players
ildlife around with cookies.
over the last two seasons, the Rangers
are currently enjoying success that
7. Lia Utu on her scooter, she
does not come easily, or often, in the
Photo by Jonathan Inaba
RMAC.
After beginning Rocky Mountain Cappie Smith, the lone senior on the women's basketball team, looks for a
6. People trying to keep up with
Athletic Conference (RMAC) play with chance to penetrate Kearney's defense. Regis is currently ranked first
the instructor in the fitness cenan impressive 13-game winning
regionally and 25th in the country.
streak, the team has lost only one conter classes.
ference game (48-46, at Metro State season, the Rangers have been women will host the first-ever NCAA
5. Finding a spot to squeeze
on February 8). In fact, the Rangers among the top performing teams in the Regional Tournament at Regis.
While the team "takes it one
proved to be the last team - men or RMAC, going 56-15 in RMAC play.
your vehicle into (hey, NASCAR
"The
legacy game at a time," according to Raunig
women - to lose a
conference game
"/ t will be special if our that our past teams and her athletes, Schroeder and the drivers are considered athhave
built
and women's basketball program have a
in 2004-05. With
letes!)
established
is
our possible tournament on their minds.
just five games
women can host the
"It will be something special if our ~- Using the students in line as
remaining before
current foundation,"
(RMAC)
tournament.
I'm
women
can host the tournament,"
Raunig said. "That
the annual RMAC
a shield to enter the cafeteria to
Schroeder
said. "I'm excited for the
Shootout in early excited for the opportunity is the foundation
opportunity to bring the event to our enjoy a free lunch.
March ,
the
to bring the event to our from which we build
Rangers
(18-4
our current sue- campus."
3. The people brave enough to
You have heard from the coaches
campus."
overall ,
13-1
cess."
show off their sweet frisbee
R e g i s and the administrators, but what do the
RMAC) sit atop
players
think
of
their
success?
Junior
University Director
the North Central
skills at lunchtime.
Barbara Schroeder
of Athletics Barbara forward Lindsay Viall and sophomore
Region and hold
Athletic Director
Schroeder coached guard Diana Lopez say it is a lot of 2. Walking and talking on your
the number 25
the lone women's communication and a lot of clicking.
spot in the latest
cell phone, it is harder than it
"We talk about the games, we
NCAA II poll (as of February 8).
team in Regis history that went undelooks.
Last year, the Metro State men's feated in conference play. Her 1981- have meetings and we know each
basketball team suffered only one con- 82 squad was 8-0 in the RMAC, while other," Lopez said. "When we are
1. Successfully dodging your
ference loss. Over the past six years, going 16-11 overall. Schroeder does communicating, either on or off the
professor in the hall just after
only one other women's hoops team note; however, that the seasons are court, we just click," Viall added. "The
bottom
line
is
that
we
play
as
a
team."
you have skipped their class.
has gone the entire season with just now longer, the competition is harder,
one loss in conferenoe play (Nebraska and above all, the talent is greater.
"Our athletes are incredibly skilled
- Kearney, 2002-03, 18-1 ). Such suc1I
cess is far from the norm. Even Regis, in their sports," stated Schroeder. "It is
I
I
who won the RMAC Shootout in 2002- a pleasure to see our staff, such as
I
03, had four conference losses before Coach Raunig, be able to cultivate that
talent and create the outstanding
entering the RMAC's annual gala.
So what makes this team excep- teams we have here at Regis."
As the Rangers wind up their seational? According to head coach Linda
Raunig, this group is one of the most son, they can make Regis history.
competitive she has seen in her 15- Much like Division I NCAA basketball,
year tenure at Regis. An edge that the Division II schools have a March
proves to be integral when trying to win Madness of sorts. Working under the
same concept, the Rangers may enter
close games.
"This year's team is very compet- that tournament as the number one
itive," Raunig said. "That has made seed in the North Central Region
the difference in several of our games (there are eight regions), qualifying as
one of the 64 teams vying for a
this year."
The 2004-05 team also has a rep- Division 11 title in the process. If they
Regis Place Apartments
utation to maintain. Since the 2001-02 retain their current top seeding, the
4703 W. 52nd Ave

r-------------------------------- -- -

RMAC East Division Standings

USA Today!ESPNIWBCA Top 25
(as of February 8)

(as of February 8)
W-L
13-1

ifeam
Regis
Metropolitan State 12-2
10-3
Fort Hays State
Nebraska-Kearney 9-4
8-5
Colorado Mines
4-9
Chadron State
2-11
Colorado Christian
(Courtesy of rmacsports.org)

~

W-l

1. Drury University

19-1
19-1
21-1

2. Seattle Pacific University
3. Shaw University
4. Washburn University
s. Lake Superior State Univ.
6. Anderson College
7. Fairmont State University
8. Emporia State University
9. Angelo State University
1o. University of Charleston
25. Regis University

20-2
17-3
20-2
21-1

18-3
18-2
20-2
18-3

Denver, CO 80212
Phone: 303.477.3905 Fax: 303.477.1707
(Right across from Willow Case Golf Course)
2,3,4 bedroom apartments/townhomes
Washer/Dryer/Microwave in every home
On site management
24 hour emergency maintenance
Heated pool/Hot tub
Regis University students
receive $25 off each month
Ask Don about our specials: 303.477.3905
Office Hours: M-F 9am to 6pm
Sat. 1Oam-5pm
Sun. by appointment
Website: www.RegisPlaceApartments.com
Email: RegisPlaceApartments@comcast.net
WITH THIS COUPON RECIEVE YOUR 1ST MONTH FREEi

(courtesy of wbca.org)
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Little Brazil makes pit stop ~t KRCX
Andrea Silva
Sl'nior Reporter
On the rising crest of indie rock's
popularity, which has lately gained
mainstream spotlight thanks to acts
like Jet, Modest Mouse and Franz
Ferdinand, comes Little Brazil.
Together since 2002, Little Brazil
formed in hometown Omaha, NE, and
has recently been touring the Midwest
and West since their kickoff date Jan.
28. Before their Feb. 8 show in Denver
at the Hi-Dive (7 S. Broadway), Little
Brazil found some extra time to stop by
the Regis KRCX studio for a little chat
and a couple of impromptu performances.
The four-piece band was schedu ed to arrive during freshmen DJ's
Kevin O'Brien and Evan Lentz's 4-6
p.m. "Kevin from 311 and his pal Evan"
show. Running a bit late, the muchanticipated band showed up at 6.
Wandering in the studio, the four guys,
all in their early 20s, looked like they
could have been Regis students themselves. After introductions, the easygoing band crammed rnto the studio
and went on air
DJ O'Brien did most of the question asking, and the band's songwriter/front man Landon Hedges did

.

Q

Qu1znos Sua
MMMM •••TOASTV!

most of the answering. The guys
seemed to have a definite cohesiveness, as if they had grown up hanging
out together.
Before forming Little Brazil,
Hedges had been affiliated with members from record label Saddle Creek
bands, including Conor Oberst of the
up-and coming Bright Eyes. However,
Little Brazil endeavors to gain an identity of its own. Says the band's bassist,
Dan Maxwe , on constantly being
lumped with other bands: "We'd love to
establish our own identity. It's kind of
one of those things where it is what it
is pretty much. You can't really escape
it for the most part is what I've kind of
gathered."
Though the band's sound may be
comparable to existing bands, Little
Brazil has much lyrical sound and style
Photo by Gra ham Hunt
all its own. While in the KRCX studio,
Members
of
the
band
Little
Brazil,
from
Omaha,
Nebraska,
gave a special
the band performed an acoustic verof
KRCX.
The
band
went
on-air
around
6pm on
performance
to
the
DJs
sion of their album's namesake "You
ll-length
CD
debuts
on
February
22.
Feb.
8.
Their
first
fu
and Me," which was bright, clever and
reminiscent of retro-pop. The second
The band recently signed with
song played was their upcoming CD's casting radius. So, the band's appearhidden track, which had a more slow ance was a monumental event for both Seattle's Mt. Fuji Records, which
and steady tempo mixed with quieter parties. When asked if Little Brazil Hedges explains having "a good
planned to make a habit of touring col- friendship bond with." The band's fullvocals.
Surprisingly, Regis was Little lege campuses, Hedges exclaimed length CD with the label, "You and Me"
Brazil's debut appearance at a college "sure, if nice people keep inviting us," 1s scheduled to debut Feb. 22.
radio station, and definitely a big deal encapsulating the band's innocent
considering KRCX's restricted broad- lightheartedness .

Valentine's Day Wishes

How does lunch for
$2.99 sound?
Combine one of four Every Day Value
subs with your student free drink deal
for a great lunch value.

Offer good any time to full-time students. Small drink, wrth free refills. A regular price
entree is any sub (except mrm-melts} or dinner size salad.
Cannot be combined with other offers.
Offer good at 7243 N Federal Blvd (West of StarBucks, by Safeway}.

Emily,
You will always be my sunshine,
especially now that you're 21 !
Love you mucho!
Jami
Jami- I'll love you forever.
Love,
Emily

,EXECUTIVE + TANs·

To: Monica
Roses are red.
Violets are blue.
It's Valentines day,
And I want you!
Love always,
*G~ (a.k.a. Gary)

Your Look. Your Lifestyle.
Free Private label lotion sample with any
tanning purchase of $7 or more.

To: Andy Cole
I love you forever! You complete
me...
Erin

Free upgrade session with any tanning or
lotion purchase of $25 or more.

To: Kelly Duffy
You brighten up my day every time I
see your face.
Happy Valentines Day!
Love,
Dr. Dick Peterson

7310 W. 52nd Ave
Unit 8
Arvada, CO 80002
(303) 421-6117
M-F: 6am-8pm
Sat-Sun: 9am-4pm

To: The Highlander
From: KRCX
Last night was so wonderful I love
this media
Union we have created, never let go!
To: Ryan Martin
I love you.
From: Ryan Martin

Expires: May 31st, 2005.
Limit 1 per customer per
visit.
Must bring coupon for offer
to be valid.
I
I

I
I
I

---------------------------------------------------------------~

To: Christine Gardella
Happy Valentines Day. I love you so
much.
You mean the world to me. I hope
your day
is filled with love and joy.
Love,
K le Beckert

To: Pat
You've made the last 3 years unbelievable.
You're the one for me, and Kyle was
just a fling.
It's you that is my soul roommate.
Love,
Kyle
Oh, what up Molly, Kate, Maureen,
Natalie, and Jessica.
Happy Valentine's Day you S.P.'s!
Love,
Hannah and your motha
(a.k.a. Carty and Josikate)

Dear Squirrel who bit Will,
Next time you bite our dear friend,
please infect
him with your delightfully romantic
rabies! He will
be struck with your infectious love!
Love,
Andrea and Katie

44th and Quitman,
I'm in love with you all. All you
505ians, especially
Condor and Rube. And Little B, what
an adventure
It's been, love you with all my heart.
Love,
Scott F.
Dearest Michele Boselh,
I love you more than fife itself. You
make me
All crazy inside. Without you, I'd be
lost.
Love,
Your BFF!

Heart graphrcs courtesy of www.google.co
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Practical
Sciencetology

Ohhh,
do
you
have
a
wunny nose? Is
your head all
stuffy and does
your chest hurt at
night from all the
coughing?
Do
you want Mikey
to wubb your back so you can sleep
better?
Ahh , is daddies wittle
princess sick?
That's fantastic, because I don't
care. Maybe you should have been
washing your hands more and keeping your dirty fingers out of your darn
nose. Sure you can try to blame this
on the shortage of flu shots, but that's
the CDC's excuse, not yours. You all
will be fine in a week, so suck it up.
The flu won't kill you, well maybe it
will if you're a 93 year old woman with
a bad hip or if you simply act like one,
see: Ed-d Bessanbachajuneaffer,
zing. What you should be worried
about in this state of weakened
immunity 1s the plague. That's right
team, the Black Death is still around
and you can still get it; I mean it can
still get you, booya.
The bubonic plague is ridiculous
for two reasons: first, it is responsible
for killing 200 million people from its
discovery until now. 25 million people
died in just under five years between
1347 and 1352, this was one-third of
Europe's population. In perspective
this would be like everyone west of
the Mississippi to Denver being dead.
So, wipe out Texas, Arkansas,
Missouri, Kansas, and New Mexico
just to name a few.
The Black Death comes in three
forms, the bubonic, pneumonic, and
septicemic Each different form is real
efficient at killing people in a vicious
way. All forms are caused by a bacterium called Yersinia pestis. The
plague is spread to humans via fleas
from rodents infected with the bacteria. The fleas bite a human host and
the bacteria are passed on. Consider
it nature's way of weeding out dirty
hippies People usually get infected
glands, which are called buboes,
ergo bubonic plague. Victims are also
subject to headaches, fever of 101105 degrees, vomiting, and a general
feeling of death. The mortality rate is
50-75 percent. The three forms of the
plague mentioned earlier are each
similar because they each destroy a
certain system or part of the body.
Bubonic kills your lymphatic system,
septicemic kills your circulation system, and pneumonic basically makes
your lungs die.
Finally, every one of us can still
get the plague. The largest foci for
the disease is actually west of the
100th parallel, which 1s about were
we all are. Hunters sometimes get it
from skinning the carcasses of some
dead animal not knowing that its pelt
is infested with plague carrying fleas.
Also, the disease is mainly carried in
prairie dogs; why I don't know, but
they have it and every once in a while
it gets past on to a dog, and then to a
human, and then to you.
Luckily the disease is treatable if
detected immediately, although you
only have two to six days to live if you
think you have it. So, I suggest
everyone should head on down to the
lovely health services office to get
diagnosed. Why, they gave me a
tetanus shot only two days after I
stuck myself in the head with a rusty
nail for a mere $15.

..

Sex, Religion, and Chocolate
Sweets prompt an
evening of reflection

After the talk
about sex and
relationships, the
retreat
members
By Laura Fritz
up to
geared
Staff Reporter
make home made
Friday,
in
celebration
of chocolate treats.
University
Valentine's Day, Student Ministry held The
a retreat at the Berkley Church where Ministry offered a
students ate dinner, made truffles, took number of differthe Meyers Briggs personality test, dis- ent shaped molds
cussed relationships, and watched the for making solid
film Chocolat. The Regis University candy and a variMinistry Ecumenical and Interfaith ety of chocolates
Outreach provided all the ingredients and sugars for
that made Friday a night about sex, making truffles.
Each participant
religion, and chocolate.
The night started out with pizza made a box of
for dinner at the Church creating a assorted goodto
take
Photo by Graham Hunt
positive atmosphere where the stu- ies
home
and
keep
Christy Burke creates a chocolate filled masterpiece at
dents could relax after a week of class.
After dinner, the participants took the or give to their the Sex, Religion, and Chocolate retreat last Friday at
the Berkley Church. The evening finished with a showMeyers Briggs personality test and special valentine.
Chocolate
ing of the film Chocolat and sweet good-byes.
examined how different aspects of
their personalities interact with others. making was folThe movie Chocolat was offered
Individuals also discussed how the lowed by a quiet
meditation
and
reflection
service
that
to
end
the evening, however not everypersonality characteristics affect the
demonstrated
a
less
commercialized
one
stayed
to see the show. The sturelationships they have with others.
of
Valentine's
Day.
Each
stuaspect
dents
that
stayed,
watched the movie
Sarah Martin said "I learned a lot about
dent
was
asked
to
light
a
candle
while
while
eating
chocolate
and enjoying
myself that I didn't know, but now I can
thinking
about
a
particular
relationship
of
the
other
retreat particthe
presence
understand where friends are coming
in
that
they
thought
was
significant
ipants
while
the
ones
that
left took with
from when there is conflict in my relationships with others." The purpose of their life. After lighting the candle them the increased knowledge of
the personality test was to allow stu- everyone read a passage and reflect- themselves, instructions on how to
dents to be mindful of others in rela- ed on the evening's events and make truffles, and an understanding
thought about the people that really that sometimes Valentine's Day can be
tionship situations.
make Valentine's Day important.
about more than material possessions.

KRCXAlbum
Spotlight

Valentine's Day Wishes
Dear Heart,
Happy VDay! You better give
Me some chocolatel
Love,
Emily
To Lilia,
Though you have deemed yourself
too good for our love,
We continue to long for your voluptuousness.
For you make us go "Shazaam!"
Love,
The Family Guys

Kasabian

To My Lover,

I Ruv you! You're rearry great!
Kevin O'Brien
Music Director KRCX

Since the early 60's when The
Beatles hit U.S. soil, British Pop music,
Brit-Pop, has had a stronghold on the
American public. Now a new band is
seeking to grab America's attention,
Kasabian. These four rockers out of
Leicester have been taking the indie
music world by storm, and are looking
to break through into the mainstream
with their latest self-titled release.
Their first single "Cut Off' reached
number eight on the UK singles charts,
also Kasabian has been nominated for
three Brit Awards; Best Group, Best
Rock Act, and Best Live Act. Their success in their homeland is proving to be
trans-Atlantic. After an appearance on
MTV2's Advanced Warning and a stellar performance at the SHOCKWAVES
NME AWARDS, Kasabian is starting to
gain buzz in the states. With the recent
success of other Brit-Pop influenced
acts such as The Killers and Interpol,
Kasabain is posed to join the pack as
the next great Brit-Pop act to hit the
states. Tune into KRCX all week to
hear Kasabian's newest release.

Eddie,
I saw your personal in the highlander
last semester. I share your affinity
for Ladies' Speed Stick and Meatloaf.
Be mine!
Nicole Christine
Kiley,
I love you. I love you more than Lia.
Please come with me.
Ball-0
Nikki,
Thanks for the sweet time last weekend. I never knew you had such
great dancing skills.
Napolean

Love,
Your Roomie
To: The Regis Women's Lacrosse
Team
You are the sexiest gir1s I've ever
Seen run around in skirts!
Love,
Your Secret Stalker
Jason.
You are my knight in shining armor.
Without you, the world doesn't turn.
My love for you is unconditional and
Everlasting.
Love,
?
Hello Ladies.
My name is Sean Pott and I like long
naked runs in the park. So does Julie
Rodgers
I'm open for Valentines Day!
To: KRCX
From : The Highlander
Listen, that was a one time thing.
Please don't ever call us again.
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Sports Schedules

Campus Events
- John Dinges/ Moutain View
· Thrills:Jackson's Hole

Tue..,d .1y, h :hruary 15
\\ \ ·dne-.day, l'dxu.iry In

7:30 pm
9:00 pm

· Career Fair/ Cafeteria 10:00 am, 2:00 pm
· Employer Panel / Faculty Lounge 1:00 pm
, Faculty Musical Recital/ O'Sull. 7:30 pm
, Two Towns ofJasper/ DML 112 7:00 pm
, Women's Self Defense/ fitness 8,10 pm

rehruary 20 - Fd,ruary 24 , Busy Student Retreat/ Ministry

varies

M()und Tvwn
Event / Location
Lil John &: East Side Boyz / Fillmore
Ty Herndon Grizzly·Rose
Public Enemy&: Naughty by Nature/ Fillmore
Ludacris Fillmore

Time
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
9:00 pm

THEATER
Oatc
Fvl'nt / I ocation
Time
February 15,March 6 A Raisen in the Sun/ Arvada Center varies
February 15-May 12 Narnia1 Arvada Center
varies
February 15,27
Oedipus Rex Stage Theatre
varies
February 15-27
A Selfish Sacrifice / Space Theatre
varies
February 12-March 12 A Lovely Sunday/ Jones Theatre
varies
February 12,March 27 Always... Patsy Cline/ Garner Galleria varies

Date
February 17
February 19
February 25
February 26

:\fatchu
I ocatinn
at Chadron State
at Fort Hays State University
CoJorado Christian University*
Colorado School of Mines*
* all home games brnadcastcd li,c o, 1'.RC\ J()l 5 F~t

Evcnt / Location
at Atlanta Hawks
at Charlotte Bobcats
· All Star Weekend/ Pepsi Center
Boston Celtics / Pepsi Center
at Memphis Grizzles
at New Oreleans Hornets
Atlanta Hawks / Pepsi Center

Time
5:30pm
5:00pm
.varies
7:00 pm
6:00pm
5:00pm
7:00pm

Time
6:00 pm
6:00 pm
7:30 pm
7:30pm

BASEBALL

'
Date
February 18
February 19
February 20
February 25
February 26

;\,{atchu / Location
Bellevue University
Nebraska-Omaha
Nebraska, Omaha
Nebrask, Kearney
:\cw Mexico Highlands
Fort Hays State University

Time
2:00 pm
11:00 am
11:00 am
2:00 pm
11:00 am
2:00 pm

SOFTBALL
Date
February 18-19
February 18
February 19

DEN\ 'ER NUGGETS
Date
February 15
February 16
February 17,20
February 23
February 25
February 27
March 1

Time
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
5:30 pm
5:30pm

WOMENS BASKETBALL

.

CONCERTS
Date
February 17
February 18
February 19
February 20

MENS BASKETBALL
Date
;\ tatchu / Location
February 17
at Chadron State
February 19
at Fort Hays State University
February 25
Colorado Chrisian University*
February 26
Colorado School of Mines*
* all home games bro.1dcastcd hw on KRCX 101.5 F\1

Matchu / Location
Time
:
RMAC Crossover Tournament / Phoenix, AZ
St. Edwards University
8:00 am
Incarnate Word
1:00 pm
Angelo State University
8:00 pm
Midwestern State University
1:00 pm
Texas Woman's Universit
3:30 m

NBA All-Star Weekend
February 17-21

CC)LORADO CRUSH
Date
February 19
February 27
March 13

Event / Location
Time
at Arizona Rattlers
7:30 pm
Los Angeles Avengers / Pepsi Center 1:00 pm
at Nashville Kats
4:30 pm

COLORADO rvIA~vE"dOTH
D a t e ~
February 18
at San Jose Stealth
February 24
Sanjose Stealth/ Pepsi Center
at AU,Star Game/ Calgary
February 26
March4
at Anaheim Storm

Time
9:00pm
7:00pm
12:00 pm
8:30 m

Weekly Word Whomp
y
orker
1. Self-esteem
14. Of very poor quality
27. Declines
7. Softly
15. Explosive detonator
28. Kinswoman
8. Having a hemispherical vault 17. Yarn
29. Lucifer
11. Convict for ever
19. Dandy
30. Stylish
12. Expensive
23. Say "Hi!"
31 . Take by force
1
2
3
4
5
Down
1. Stack
2. Rear
3. Intelligence
11
4. Does not
A
5. Change
12
6. Hard-wearing pants
D
9. Bill of fare
10. Less moist
16. Borders
17. Teeter-totter
18.Defy
20. Citified
23
21. Pecuniary obligation
22. Cleric
27
25. Short note
26. Condition

Answers to last week's
Weekly Word Whomp
5
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